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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an algorithm supporting
distributed mobile sensor networks (MSN) for scalar field map-
ping that has many applications such as environmental monitor-
ing or battle field surveillance, etc. We exploit the integration
between compressive sensing (CS) and the collaboration of the
mobile sensors. In the algorithm each distributed mobile sensor
measures at random positions in the sensing area to create one
CS measurement and finally shares the measurement with others
by communicating through its neighbors. The convergence time is
considered while the sensors exchange their measurements. After
all the sensors achieve the number of CS measurements needed,
a CS recovery algorithm is applied at each mobile sensor to
reconstruct sensory readings from all the positions in the sensing
area that need to be observed. The total communication energy
consumption is formulated, analyzed and simulated.

Keywords—Compressive sensing, Scalar field mapping, Mobile
sensor networks

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

In recent years, measuring and exploring an unknown
field of interest have attracted much attention. The advance
networks that are often deployed in the field are mobile sensor
networks (MSN) that facilitate many application areas, such
as monitoring temperatures, humidity, acoustics, vibrations or
detecting events. The network is a combination of sensors,
control algorithms and other dynamic factors depending on
specific purposes or application scenarios [1], [2]. Sensors are
often attached to mobile robots or vehicles. They need to move
and to visit the entire of the sensing area in order to collect
data from all positions. In scalar field mapping in a distributed
fashion, those sensors need to collect or estimate data within
the area cover by their sensing ranges. They only need to
collaborate with their neighbors to exchange their data and
to build the sensing maps themselves [3], [4]. We are looking
for an energy-efficient data collection method to prolong the
network lifetime.

Compressive sensing (CS) [5], [6], [7], [8] changes the
traditional data collection methods either in wireless sensor
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networks (WSN) or in MSNs. The technique offers a novel
framework to reconstruct all sensor readings from all positions
that need to be observed in the sensing area based on a
much smaller number of CS measurements compared to the
total number of the positions. Each CS measurement can be
collected from all sensor nodes or from only some random
nodes. We prefer to sample data from some random nodes in
order to save both energy for the motion of sensors and their
communications. This way of sampling data results in different
measurement matrices or different reconstruction errors in the
CS recovery process that will be mentioned in the next section.

In our paper, we assume a distributed MSN with all sensors
mobile and deployed randomly in a sensing area. The mobile
sensors move and measure data from random positions in
the area. At a given position each sensor chooses randomly
one of positions within its sensing range to visit. It keeps
adding new data when it reaches a new position as one scalar
value while moving. After a pre-defined number of walking
steps, also called random walk length, the mobile sensors stop
adding data and they all have one CS measurement themselves.
They exchange the measurements to each other through their
neighbors. Each mobile sensor can implement a CS recovery
algorithm to reconstruct all readings from the sensing area
for scalar field mapping. This method is considered energy-
efficient since all the mobile sensors only have to move
into some positions and there are only a certain number of
CS measurements to be sent among the sensors. This work
shows promise not only in MSNs but also in distributed robot
networks or vehicle networks for data monitoring or similar
purposes.

B. Related Work

Employing CS in WSNs provides energy-efficient data
collection methods [9], [10]. Based on a small certain number
of CS measurements required, all the sensory data can be
recovered precisely at the sink node that would be a promis-
ing point for a lot of applications in such networks. Some
data collection methods utilizing CS are proposed as energy
efficient algorithms to reduce energy consumption for sensors.
In [11], [12] random walk with CS provides distributed routing
methods for WSNs. Cluster-based [13], [14] and tree-based
[15], [16] data collection methods significantly show the
energy reduced based on the combination with CS.
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Data collection problems in MSNs are different from
WSNs since some or all the sensors in such networks are
mobile. They can collect or evaluate data while moving. There
have been many research studies that exploit the combination
between the mobility of sensors and CS. In [17], only one
mobile sink and some mobile sensors are used to gather
sensory data. Wang [18] monitors vehicle networks based
on CS. Mostofi builds maps in mobile networks [19] and
robot networks [20] while the mobile sensors and robots are
deployed outside the sensing areas. In [3], [4] scalar field
maps are built in MSNs based on the consensus methods [21],
[22]. The mobile sensors are led by the flocking control
algorithm [23].

Our paper exploits the random routing methods [11], [12]
to collect sensor readings while moving into random positions.
All the sensors can move randomly in the sensing area to visit
random positions. A random walk length is pre-defined for
all the mobile sensors to sample a certain number of random
positions. Each sensor creates one CS measurement and shares
with others through its neighbors. A scalar field map is created
based on the reconstructed data after each sensor achieves all
CS measurements from the others.

The main contributions in this work are summarized as
follows:

1) A new distributed compressive and collaborative
sensing algorithm for MSNs to build the map of a
scalar field at each mobile sensor is proposed.

2) All transmission energy consumptions for the net-
work are formulated and analyzed.

3) Some important factors such as the number of mo-
bile sensors, the convergence time and the sensor
communication range are analyzed and simulated to
minimize the network energy consumption.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The Back-
ground and Problem Formulation are mentioned in Section II.
The Random Data Collection Algorithm and the Communica-
tion Energy Consumption Analysis are addressed in Section III
and Section IV, respectively. Simulation results are shown in
Section V. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work
are presented in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Compressive Sensing (CS) Overview

1) Sparse presentation of signals: CS [5], [6], [7] offers
novel techniques to recover a compressible signal from its
undersampled random projections, also called measurements.
A signal X = [x1 x2 . . . xN ]T ∈ RN is defined to be
k-sparse if it has a sparse representation in a proper basis
Ψ = [Ψi,j ] ∈ RN×N , where X = ΨΘ and Θ has only k non-
zero elements. Based on the CS paradigm, a k-sparse signal
can be under-sampled and be recovered from only M ≪ N
random measurements Y = [y1 y2 . . . yM ]T ∈ RM .

2) Signal sampling: : The CS measurements are generated
by Y = ΦX , where Φ = [φi,j ] ∈ RM×N is called the
measurement matrix and is often a dense Gaussian matrix or a
sparse binary matrix [24]. The ith element in the measurement
vector Y is formed by yi =

∑N
j=1 φi,jxj .

3) Signal recovery: : It has been shown that we can
reconstruct a k-sparse signal with high probability from only
M = O(klogN/k) CS measurements [9] employing the
following l1 optimization problem

Θ̂ = argmin ∥ Θ ∥1, subject to Y = ΦΨΘ, (1)

where ∥ Θ ∥1=
∑N

i=1 |Θi| and X̂ = ΨΘ̂. The l1 optimization
problem can be solved with linear programming techniques
such as Basis Pursuit (BP) [5].

B. Random Walk

Random walk (RW) on a graph can be modeled as a
Markov chain mentioned in [25], [26], [27]. A RW at a
position chooses one position randomly within a radius to visit
consecutively. Such probabilities form a transition probability
matrix P = [pij ]N×N , where N is the total number of
vertexes. For example, a simple random walk at a step of time
k needs to move from vertex i to one of its adjacent vertexes j
with a probability pij . The transition probability is calculated
as follows

pi,j = P (Xk+1 = j |Xk = i) =

{
1

d(i) , if (i, j) ∈ E

0, others,
(2)

where d(i) denotes the degree of vertex i. This matrix charac-
terizes the Markov chain that is an important model for random
walks on graphs which satisfies

0 ≤ p{ij} ≤ 1;
N∑
j=1

p{ij} = 1; i, j = 1, 2, ...N. (3)

In order to visit the positions equally, a RW length for all
mobile sensors is chosen as the mixing time which is defined
as
Definition: Mixing time is the number of steps before the
distribution of a random walk be stationary. It shows how fast
a RW converges to its stationary distribution.

The mixing time of RWs has been studied well in [26],
[28], [29] showing that it significantly depends on the trans-
mission range or the transition probability pij . It measures the
number of steps for the distribution to reach the stationary
distribution. As mentioned in [26], the asymptotic rate of
convergence of the Markov chain to the uniform equilibrium
distribution is determined by the second largest eigenvalue of
the transition probability matrix P as follows

µ(P ) = maxi=2,...,n|λi(P )| = max[λ2(P ), .λn(P )]. (4)

Since the graph is irreducible and aperiodic, then µ(P ) < 1
and the distribution converges to uniform asymptotically. The
mixing time τ can be calculated as

τ = 1/log(1/µ). (5)

C. Problem Formulation

1) System model: In the network model considered here,
we assume that M mobile sensors are deployed uniformly at
random in a sensing area. We also assume that there are about
N random positions that need to be observed in the sensing
area. These positions are fixed and are known to the mobile
sensors if covered by their sensing ranges. Based on a sensing
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Fig. 1. A communication network with 100 mobile sensors randomly
deployed in a square sensing area dimensioned [0, 100]2 that has 500 random
positions need to be observed.

range, denoted as Rs, there are some nodes within the range
that each sensor can choose one of them to visit for sampling
data.

If an appropriate sensing range is chosen, all possible
routes for the mobile sensors between all the positions can be
considered as an undirected connected graph G(V,E), where
V represents all the random positions and E represents all the
possible routes that the mobile sensors may choose as it visits
positions. An appropriate communication range is chosen for
all sensors to share their CS measurements with each other.

2) Data collection problem: M mobile sensors start col-
lecting data from M random positions in the sensing area.
Based on a sensing range, each mobile sensor has a few
choices to visit one of some positions around, as shown in
Figure 1. The pre-defined random walk length τ is calculated
based on Section II-B. After τ walking steps, each mobile
sensor visits and adds τ readings from those positions to
create one CS measurement as yi =

∑τ
j=1 xj . Each CS

measurement is a linear combination as one scalar value that
adds all readings from positions which each mobile sensor
visits. Then, the mobile sensors start a communication phase
to share the measurements with each other within sensor
communication range, denoted as Rc. Finally, each sensor
has M measurements (Y = [y1 y2 . . . yM ]T ∈ RM ) to be
contributed to the CS data recovery process as mention in
Section II-A.

The accuracy of the reconstructed data or the scalar map
depends on the number of CS measurements, denoted as M .
The greater the number of measurements, the more precise re-
constructed data we can achieve from the CS recovery process.
We can deploy or add more mobile sensors in the sensing area
to build a more accurate map, or in case some mobile sensors
are deactivated, and to reduce the reconstruction error.

3) The measurement matrix: Each CS measurement is
attached with a record that shows which positions contribute
readings to the measurement or which positions are visited by
the mobile sensor. Each record contributes to one row of the
measurement matrix Φ. The measurement matrix created by
collecting M measurements as Y = ΦX is a sparse binary

matrix as shown in Equation 6.

Φ =


1 0 0 1 0 1 ... 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 ... 1
0 0 0 1 1 0 ... 1
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
1 0 1 0 0 1 ... 0


M×N

(6)

The restricted isometry property (RIP) of the sparse binary
matrix has been studied in [24] and it has been shown that the
matrix can satisfy RIP and therefore can be used as an efficient
measurement matrix. This matrix (ΦM×N ) can work as well
as the full Gaussian matrix for the CS recovery process [24]
that will be shown in the simulation section.

4) The convergence time: The convergence time, denoted
as C, shows how fast the mobile sensors share their CS
measurements with each other. If each sensor connects directly
to the others, the convergence time equals one since the sensors
have to transmit data to their neighbors only once. In this
case, we have to deal with a huge energy consumption due
to the long communication distances. We need to choose an
appropriate communication range in order to minimize the total
energy consumption for the network.

III. RANDOM DATA COLLECTION ALGORITHM

The proposed random data collection in distributed and
collaborative MSNs is summarized in the Algorithm 1. In the
data collection phase each mobile may visit a position twice
due to a random probability. It would not add the data from
the position since it already stores the position’s index. This
does not affect the CS performance in signal recovery.

In other cases, if we cannot deploy enough M mobile
sensors in the sensing area, in order to build a map with an
accuracy that requires M CS measurements, then each mobile
sensor needs to collect more than one CS measurements as

M = t ∗ L, (7)

where L represents the number of mobile sensors deployed and
t is the number of rounds or the number of CS measurements
each mobile sensor has to collect. As shown in Equation 7
deploying fewer mobile sensors for scalar field mapping results
in more CS measurements that each mobile sensor has to
collect with the same RW length τ .

IV. COMMUNICATION ENERGY CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS

In this section, we assume a network modeled as mentioned
in Section II-C (L = M and t = 1). After generating one
CS measurement at each mobile sensor, all the mobile sensor
start the communication phase (phase 2) to share their own
measurements with each other. We only consider the noiseless
environment throughout this paper and leave the noisy one for
future work.

The total consumed energy for sensor communications
contains two main elements: the consumed power for commu-
nications within all sensor neighborhoods and the convergence
time C which represents the number of times sensors keep
sending data between neighborhoods until each sensor achieves
M measurements. The value of C is changeable and depends
on the connections between sensors or the communication
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Algorithm 1: Random Data Collection Algorithm for
Distributed and Collaborative MSNs

Initialization phase:
- X = [x1 x2 . . . xN ]T represents N unknown values.
- Y = [y1 y2 . . . yM ]T represents CS measurements
created at M sensors.
- Appropriate sensing range (Rs) and communication
range (Rc) are chosen for all M sensors.
Phase 1: Data collection
- Each sensor collects data while moving through τ
positions
for k = 1 to τ do

- Mobile sensor ith finds node j to visit based on
Equation 2.
- The CS measurement yi is creating by adding new
data from node j that mobile sensor ith visited:
yi = yi + xj ;

end
Phase 2: Communications
- The mobile sensors share their own CS measurements
with others through their neighbors as
while No new data received do

for i = 1 to M do
if New data received from any neighbor (j) then

- Mobile sensor ith adds new measurement
into its own vector Y
- Mobile sensor ith forwards the new
received measurement to its neighbors.
- Number of times each sensor sends the
data to its neighbors is
Counter(i) = Counter(i) + 1;

end
end
- Repeat updating new data at each sensor

end
- At the end of this phase, each sensor achieves M CS
measurements. The convergence time is calculated as
C = Counter;
Phase 3: Data recovery
All unknown values (X) are reconstructed based on the
CS measurements (Y) stored at each sensor as
X̂ = argmin ∥ X ∥1, subject to Y = ΦX.

range Rc. M mobile sensors are deployed provide M different
neighborhoods and M CS measurements for each sensor. The
greater the number of sensors deployed, the more accurate
the data reconstruction we can obtain. So, the total energy
consumption can be calculated as

Etotal = Enei × C ×M, (8)

where Enei represents the average consumed energy for each
sensor to transmit one CS measurement to its neighborhoods
that can be calculated as

Enei = ω ×Rα
c , (9)

where ω is the average number of neighbors of each sensor
that forms the average number of communications in each
neighborhood. Rc is the sensor communication range. α is
the path loss exponent that α = 2 and α = 4 in free space and
multipath fading channels, respectively [30]. For simplicity, we

assume α = 2 throughout this paper. We analyze our problem
in both types of network areas: circular and square.

A. Working on circular sensing area

We assume that the mobile sensors are deployed randomly
in a circular area with radius R0, we can find the average
number of sensors deployed in the area covered by each sensor
communication range Rc as

β =
M

πR2
0

× πR2
c , (10)

where M
πR2

0
is the sensor density. As mentioned in [31], we can

approximately obtain the mean value of ω as

ω = (β − 1) = (M
R2

c

R2
0

− 1). (11)

Hence, the total consumed energy as mentioned in Equation 8
for gathering data within M neighborhoods is calculated as

Etotal = (M
R2

c

R2
0

− 1)R2
cCM. (12)

B. Working on square sensing area

We assume to have a square sensing area dimensioned
H ×H . As mentioned in Equation (10), the average number
of sensors deployed in the area covered by each sensor
communication range Rc as β = M

H2 × πR2
c . Hence

ω = (
MπR2

c

H2
− 1). (13)

Finally, the total energy consumption for sharing M CS
measurements in the square sensing area is

Etotal = (
MπR2

c

H2
− 1)R2

cCM. (14)

The convergence time C depends on both the sensor density
and the connections between them.

As mentioned in Section III, deploying more or less the
sensors results the reconstruction error and also the cost for the
network. The communication range Rc decides all the connec-
tions. It means that increasing or reducing Rc could increase
or reduce the number of connections among the sensors in
each neighborhood, respectively. In other words, increasing the
connections among sensors reduces the convergence time C.
There should be a trade-off at this point.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we consider the square sensing area dimen-
sioned 100× 100 (H = 100). We deploy a certain number of
mobile sensors randomly in the sensing area. We also assume
that there are about 500 positions need to be observed. It means
that there are 500 unknown values need to be collected at each
mobile sensor to build a scalar map. The real sensor readings
we use in our simulations collected from Sensorscope: Sensor
Networks for Environmental Monitoring [32].

We chose the random walk length τ from our previous
paper [11] as τ = 48 with Rc = 14 that provides the lowest
energy consumption for the mobile sensors to visit all positions
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equally. We first check if the measurement matrix achieved
from the random walk gathering data works as well as the
full dense Gaussian matrix in the CS recovery algorithm. We
consider normalized reconstruction error as ∥X−X̂∥2

∥X∥2
.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between two measurement matrices, the sparse binary
matrix obtained from our collecting method and the full dense Gaussian matrix
corresponding to full sampling all positions for one CS measurement.

Figure 2 depicts that the sparse binary matrix created by
our mobile sensors that randomly sample the sensing area can
work as well as the full dense Gaussian matrix in the CS
recovery algorithm with different number of CS measurements
collected at each mobile sensor.
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Fig. 3. The scalar field map with 500 random positions which is reconstructed
by 120 CS measurements and the true map. The normalized reconstruction
error equals 0.1

The scalar field map is built by the reconstructed readings
that are compared with the true readings in the 2-D Figure 3.
500 sensor readings are reconstructed at each mobile sensor
out of 120 sensors with the reconstruction error 0.1.

The convergence time as analyzed in Section II-C is
calculated with different communication ranges. As analyzed,
it reduces almost linearly as the communication range Rc

increases.

Figure 5 depicts the total energy consumption for com-
munications between 100 mobile sensors with different com-
munication ranges. As we increase Rc, the gaps between two
analysis and simulation lines increase. This can be explained
as, when the areas covered by Rc increase as we increase
Rc, sensors close by the boundary of the sensing area do
not have as many neighbors as the ones close by the center
of the sensing area. These sensors lose neighbors since their
radio ranges could reach outside the sensing area. In analysis
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Fig. 5. Total communication energy consumption with different commu-
nication ranges; 100 mobile sensors are deployed in a square sensing area
dimensioned 100× 100 .

case, we assume that all sensors have the same number of
neighbors that would make the difference as we increase Rc.
As shown in Figure 5 the optimal communication range R∗

c is
the smallest one to minimize the network energy consumption
for communications (R∗

c = 15).
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Figure 6 depicts the total communication energy consump-
tion that increases as we increase the number of mobile sensors
(L) deploying in the network. Note that the convergence time
increases as L increases.

Figure 7 depicts the percentage of sampling the sensing
area with 500 random positions need to be observed. It is
shown that only 82 mobile sensors with the random walk
length as τ = 48 can sample 100% the sensing area.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In the paper, we proposed an algorithm that deploys a cer-
tain number of distributed mobile sensors to build scalar field
maps utilizing compressive sensing. Each mobile sensor moves
or walks in a sensing area to visit some random positions to
create CS measurements. The measurements created at each
mobile are shared with others through sensor neighborhoods.
After each mobile sensor obtains all the CS measurements re-
quired, it implements the CS recovery algorithm to reconstruct
all sensor readings from the sensing area and build the scalar
map itself. All the energy consumption for communications
in the network are analyzed and formulated. The trade-off
between three factors (Rc, C and L) is analyzed. The possible
smallest communication range is suggested for the network to
consume the least energy in order to increase the lifetime.
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